Sara Fogel works on her
strength conditioning
with the help of a
tractor tire.

The HardCore
Gym caters to
all levels of skill
and experience,
from beginner
to professional.

Mixed martial arts and fitness facility
provides workouts for everyone from
families to MMA champions
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Foe: a leFt, and another leFt to the nose, a straight right to
the gut.

a quick step back, then right back in with a Front
kick to the groin. sweat poured; she panted From the exertion.

This had been going on for several minutes, the tail-end of a grueling, hour-long
workout that saw a similar brutalizing of
heavy bags and focus mitts, interspersed
with footwork drills and calisthenics. She
was tired.
And she was smiling.
Perhaps the most curious aspect of The
HardCore Gym—for the uninitiated onlooker—is the fact that amidst extreme
tests of endurance and resolve, the participants are almost invariably smiling. Even
the advanced students engaged in spirited
sparring sessions are most often displaying
their mouthpieces in wide grins; rare are
the grim countenances one might expect
from practitioners of controlled violence.
But for HardCore owners Adam and
Rory Singer, there’s nothing curious about
the fact that their customers are obviously enjoying themselves, despite pushing
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security.” says Rory. “It’s almost like faith
healing. I did all that stuff, and much of
what’s being taught to children is useful,
but rote— discipline, respect, those kind of
elements. But I know that the confidence
that comes along with the teaching is false.’
The Singer brothers know of which they
speak. Born in Brooklyn, their family soon
settled in Marlboro, New Jersey, where
a rough neighborhood—and more than
a touch of anti-Semitism—forced older
brother Adam to fight his way to and from
school. At eight years of age, Adam began
taking martial arts classes to better defend
himself, something that paid off early on
when he leveled the neighborhood bully at
the bus stop with a well-placed kick.
An impressed Rory began taking instruction from Adam in their basement, and the
two embarked on an exploration of martial
arts in all its forms: kickboxing, karate,
Taekwondo, wrestling, boxing—absorbing
any and all techniques that they found useful. Both are black belts in Brazilian JiuJitsu, a discipline that factors heavily into
the instruction at The HardCore Gym.
Their journey to opening a martial arts
facility in Georgia began in 1995, af-

punched the air Furiously, savaging an imaginary

themselves to agonizing physical limits.
“We’re here for fun, for fitness, and for
self-defense,” Rory states emphatically.
“It’s a friendly environment, one where everyone—anyone—can participate.”
The Singers stress the inclusiveness of
the gym, and the diversity of the members
certainly bears that out. There are men and
women from all ages and backgrounds,
with differing degrees of athleticism and
conditioning, whose experience in martial arts range from first-day novices to
seasoned professional fighters. “Everyone
should want to train like an athlete because,
lo and behold, they’re some of the bestconditioned people on Earth,” Rory notes.
“And at the end of the day, everyone can
do it.”’
Provided, of course, that they’re doing
it correctly. “I know for a fact that most
martial arts today imbue a false sense of
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Rory Singer, co-owner
of The HardCore Gym.
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The gym features
many programs
geared toward
children and
young adults.

Above: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu figures
heavily into the gym’s training
curriculum. Below: One of
HardCore’s most celebrated
alumni, Forrest Griffin, winner
of The Ultimate Fighter’s debut
season, and later world lightheavyweight champion.

Injuries are rare in the HardCore
Gym—but fighters wear them
like a badge of honor.

The HardCore Gym’s co-owner Adam Singer.
The Singer brothers—both seasoned martial artists—
take a hands-on approach to preparing their fighters.
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mate Fighter’) and WEC bantamweight Brian Bowles.
However, while their small gym was earning a giant reputation, the Singers had to confront a pragmatic reality:
“The concept of a ‘fight gym’ was not a great business model,” Rory sighs. Competition-level
fighters were, and are, still a relative rarity;
the brothers decided that they needed
to broaden the appeal of the facility by expanding the model to include fitness and non-contact
martial arts training.
Here they encountered a
conundrum: while MMA
has been gaining in popularity
over the past several decades, it’s
also been decried
as brutal—which
leads to some trepidation for potential gym members.
“There’s a misconception about
MMA gyms; it
was a misconception about The
HardCore
Gym
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ter Adam—having finished his stint in the
Navy— moved to the Peach State to attend
UGA, earning a degree in Biological Engineering. Rory followed soon after (earning
a similar degree), and the brothers continued
their exploration of fighting styles. Finding most facilities inadequate, they decided
to open their own gym with the intention of
training fighters in the increasingly-popular
genre of mixed martial arts—an umbrella
term that encompasses a wide variety of disciplines being integrated into a unified fighting style.
Starting as what Rory calls a “fight gym,”
the Singers focused on forging professionalgrade martial artists. Despite a relatively rural locale and modest staff budget, The HardCore Gym quickly earned a reputation as a
high-quality training facility, attracting both
budding fighters and accomplished combat veterans. In the face of stiff competition
from massive, established gyms all over the
country, the Singers’ team began collecting
an impressive number of tournament victories, even turning out two world mixed martial arts champions—UFC light heavyweight
Forrest Griffin (already popular due to his
appearance on the Spike TV series ‘The Ulti-
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THE HARDCORE GYM
240 Collins Industrial Blvd, Ste G • Athens, Georgia
706-850-8444 • info@thehardcoregym.com
www.athensfitnessandmma.com
facebook/thehardcoregym
www.facebook.com/TheHardCoreGymFans
www.facebook.com/WomenOnlyFitnessBootcamp

from day one,” says Rory. “We don’t beat
each other up; we stopped with heavy sparring a long time ago. You can’t do that every
day in the gym, and still retain a ‘chin’. You
see that in the old guard guys like (MMA
legends) Chuck Liddell and (Tito) Ortiz and
(Vanderlei) Silva—now, you punch them in
the chin, they fall down. Their resistance
gets chipped away.”
To this end, the Singer brothers stress a
gradual approach : “All kinds of people enter our ‘Foundations’ program. We tell them
not to worry about sparring; we’re not doing anything to rush anyone into the ring.
You start in ‘Foundations,’ a few days each
week, then move on to non-contact classes.
As someone moves into the higher level
programs, sparring is an option. You have
to learn to crawl before you can walk, and
walk before you can run. And there are options if you don’t want to run.
“It depends on what the individual wants.
We’re as proud of the guy who lost 100
pounds through our training as we are of the
tournament champs.”
Regardless of the desired result, it’s still
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martial arts training that’s the crucible. “Everybody can benefit from the martial arts
mentality,” Rory continues. “Be a martial
artist. Competition is an option, but not a
necessity. It’s all part of the same process.”
And a large part of that process, says
Rory, is the notion of “The Tribe”: “No one
person is bigger than the entire tribe. You
can train hard, go through all the exercises
and drills, and become a fantastic athlete.
But to become a better martial artist, you
need the resistance that only a live opponent
can provide. Without the team, you don’t get
better.”
And how does Rory address any lingering
apprehensions about becoming a member of
the tribe? “Anyone who doesn’t understand
what we do here, I say, ‘Check out our YouTube channel, go on our Google Plus pages,
read the testimonials, then call us and book a
time to come by. Give us an hour and we can
give you a clear idea what we’re doing.’”
He smiles. “Literally, the whole family
is here getting healthy. We take care of the
entire equation—focusing on building character along with martial arts skill.” L
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